INTRODUCTION
New families of mixed finite éléments to approximate second order elliptic problems have been introduced recently as alternatives to the usual Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec spaces [15, 20] . Two families, one based on simplices and the other on rectangles, were proposed by Brezzi-DouglasMarini in two dimensions [6] ; the natural analogues in three dimensions were presented by Brezzi-Douglas-Durân-Fortin [4] , The key idea in constructing these new discrete spaces was to modify the Standard mixed finite éléments of Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec but preserving their main property, which is expressed in the following commutative diagram : div Here x£ and M£ stand for the discrete spaces of order k s= 0, n = 2, 3 dénotes the dimension and IIJ, P£ are suitable interpolation operators [4, 5, 6, 7, 15, 20] ; a précise définition is given in section 5. This property implies the mf-sup condition of Brezzi [3] and, consequently, the stability of the discrete scheme. Moreover, it simplifies the L 2 -error analysis giving also a superconvergence error estimate for the scalar field as shown by Douglas-Roberts [9] and Johnson-Thomee [13] .
Within this framework the question whether the above diagram is the suitable abstract setting to analyze the L°°-accuracy arises quite naturally. The primary aim of this paper is to dérive sharp error bounds in L 00 under this gênerai setting and, next, to apply the abstract results already obtained to getting rates of convergence for the above families of mixed finite éléments in 2 and 3-D. Moreover, we prove that the différence between the L 2 -projection of the scalar field and the discrete solution superconverges in L 00 . This f act allows us to show that the modified scalar field produced element-by-element by a simple postprocess is asymptotically more accurate in L 00 . As a second by-product we can analyze the hybridization process and exploit the further information provided by Lagrange multipliers. Our basic tooi in proving the abstract L°°-results is, as usual, the Nitsche's method of weighted Sobolev norms [16, 17, 8, 14, 18] .
Maximum norm error estimâtes for Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec spaces were obtained by Scholz [21, 22, 23] , but excluding the lowest order approxi- mation which is undoubtly the most important in practice. Moreover, Douglas-Roberts [9] and Johnson-Thomee [13] proved L°°-error estimâtes for the scalar unknown in 2-D that hold for the entire range of the index k, but their techniques do not lead to an error bound for the vector unknown. A full error analysis in 2-D for both variables was recently done by GastaldiNochetto [11, 12] . While this paper was being written, we learned that Durân [10] had derived sharp ZAerror estimâtes (1 ^ p ^ oo ) for the above families as well as for the Brezzi-Douglas-Marini spaces. However, his technique does not apply in more than two dimensions.
The new families of mixed finite éléments introduced in [4, 5, 6, 7] possess the same asymptotic accuracy for the vector unknown as the RaviartThomas-Nedelec ones but at lower computational cost. So they are designed to be compétitive in approximating the variable for which mixed methods are known to work better. We shall be mainly concerned with these new families because the Standard ones in 2-D were recently treated in [11, 12] . Moreover the present ideas are a natural extension of those in [12] where a rather gênerai second order elliptic operator was considered ; hence we restrict ourselves to the Laplacian. For u and p being the scalar and vector fields associated with -Au = ƒ, our main results are summarized in table 1.1. There u h and p h stand for the discrete scalar and vector fields and u£ indicates the modified scalar field. Some logarithmic factors can be removed under siightly stronger assumptions on u and ƒ (see section 5).
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we state the notation and the abstract assumptions under which the error analysis holds. In Sections 3 recall some technical results for weighted Sobolev norms and we prove other new ones in n dimensions. The proof of the L°°-error estimâtes is carried out in section 4 ; we demonstrate that the abstract framework provides optimal error bounds according to the approximation theory. This is so for the whole range of the index k with exception of the lowest order method for which a logarithmic factor occurs. Moreover we construct a modifed scalar field which is asymptotically more accurate in L 00 . These abstract results are applied in section 5 to the new families and the standard vol. 23, n°l, 1989 ones in 2-D and 3-D. Finally in section 6 we analyze in L 00 the hybrid formulation.
NOTATION AND ABSTRACT ASSUMPTIONS
Let H be a regular bounded domain in R/ 1 (n s= 2 ) and let u be the unique solution of the following model problem
The associated vector unknown p is defined by
Let {T A } h be a family of regular and quasi-uniform décompositions of ft into triangles or rectangles in 2-D, and the corresponding generalizations in higher dimensions ; hère h > 0 dénotes the mesh-size. Boundary finite éléments are allo wed to have one curvilinear edge [4, 6, 7] ; so we are implicitly assuming that Q = U{T: T e 7 h }. This simplification does not yield a loss of generality [13] .
Let us now introducé the functional spaces we shall work with, namely
The mixed formulation of problem (2.1) is the following first order system : seek a pair {u 9 p} e M x X, such that
where <., . > stands for the inner product in M. Let x£ and M£ be the finite dimensional approximating spaces of order k s= 0 [4, 6, 7, 15, 20] ; namely they satisfy globally XjcX, M k h <= M and locally
for all T e T h where either ƒ = k or j = k -1 provided A: s= 1. Here P z (r) dénotes the set of polynomials of total degree / restricted to Te T A . The mixed finite element approximation of (2.1) reads as follows : find a pair {u h ,p h } e M| X X£ such that Let P% dénote the L ^projection operator onto M£ ; since M£ is defined without continuity constraints, P\ is local. Let n£ be a local interpolation operator which satisfies the following commutative diagram [4, 6, 7, 15, 20] :
In other words, div (X*) = M* and
In particular, (2. The primary tooi in our error analysis will be the use of weighted Sobolev norms. This technique was introduced by Nitsche [16, 17] and Natterer [14] for conforming finite element methods, and was first applied by Scholz [21, 22, 23] and more recently by Gastaldi-Nochetto [11, 12] for RaviartThomas-Nedelec mixed methods in 2-D. Let us now introducé the corresponding notation and recall some elementary properties. The weight function a is defined by (2.7) CT(X):= (|x-^0| 2 + e 2 )
1/2 ?
x,x o etl, where |. | dénotes the Euclidean distance in, R" and 9 = C * h with C * 5= 1 being a constant to be specified later on. Then a satisfies the following non-oscillation property [17, p. 295] :
xeT xeT
For a e R and i e N, the weighted Sobolev norms are defined by
A trivial conséquence of (2.7), (A3) and the local character of P\ and n£ is that they approximate well also in weighted norms ; more precisely for all ^ e Xj, and a, p e R where C :> 0 does not depend on q h9 h, 9, a and p. This property was proved by Scholz [22] for Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec mixed methods using the Bramble-Hilbert lemma. The same ideas apply in this context.
ON WEIGHTED SOBOLEV NORMS
Let us start by recalling two important properties of the weight function er. The first one relates derivatives of a a (a e R) with powers of a [17, p. 298] namely, 
The relations between weighted and L^-norms follow then from the previous ones and inverse inequalities. In f act, we have
is chosen in such a way that |x(*o)| = IIXIIL 00 * idea of Nitsche's method of weighted norms is that through the previous relations it allows one to work in L 2 (H) instead of L Q0 (H) and to use duality arguments. Let us conclude by establishing some a priori estimâtes in weighted norms. The first result is due to Nitsche ; see [16, p. 
v(x)= \ G(x,y)divb(y)dy = -\ DG(x, y) . b(y) dy . Ja Ja
Moreover, it is well known that
\DG(x,y)\
Then using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Fubini's theorem, in this order, we can write
voi. 23, n° 1, 1989 So the assertions follow from the estimate
which holds uniformly in y e Q,. The rest of the proof consists of showing this bound. We proceed in two steps.
Step 1 :
Let us first assume that \x -x o \ ^0 where x 0 s Ci was introduced in (2.7). Then \x -z\ 2 ^ 2(6 2 + jx 0 -z| 2 ) and using polar coordinates we get a \z-x\ This complètes the first step.
Step 2 :
nl^-^T^1 "^ 11 log 61, fora = 2. Taking polar coordinates centered at y yields for 0 < a < 2 L for a = 2 .
The same holds for fl 4 because the argument is symmetrie (take now x 0 as origin). This ends the lemma. D
THE ABSTRACT ERROR ANALYSIS
This section is devoted to the error analysis in L°°(fl) for both the scalar and the vector unknown. The following error équations are easily obtained from (2.4) and (2.5) :
Our analysis relies solely on the abstract assumptions (Al) to (A4). The key argument is the combined use of the commutative diagram (A2) and the lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. In particular lemma 3.2 is the suitable tooi to avoid logarithmic factors for the vector field. Indeed, this is so for all ƒ ss 1 but for j = 0 a logarithmic term still occurs. We also obtain a superconvergence estimate for P^u ~u h . This allows us to prove that the modified scalar field provided by a local postprocess superconverges with an optimal rate up to a logarithmic factor. Let us now state our main resuit. The proof will be carried out in a series of lemmas. As in the L 2 -error analysis, the use of assumption (A2) leads to a séparation of the error estimâtes for each unknown. So we first analyze the vector variable and next the scalar one. Since the index k will be kept fixed along this section, it will be omitted in the notation. Proof: Obviously it is enough to bound the error
THEOREM4.1 : Let {u,p} and {u h ,p h } be the solutions o f (1 A) and (1.5) respectively. Then for every h
Since U h p -p h eX h we use (3.4) to obtain For the remaining term III, the error équation (4.1) implies
Here we have employed that div X h = M h , which is implicit in (A2), and that P h is the L 
We then combine the fact that ƒ 22= 1, and so P 1 c= M^ locally (see (Al)), with the error estimate (2.10) and the a priori estimate (3.6) to arrive at l^+ n) + Ch 2 \\f-P h ƒ ||;. ( . + .).
Next inserting all the estimâtes already obtained in (4.7) and choosing C* = Q/h big enough (but independent of h), the term \\U h p -^|| -<«+«) which appears on the right hand side can be hidden in the left. So the final estimate reads as follows.
Replacing this into (4.6) and going back to L^-norms by means of (3.3), we easily get the desired estimate (4.5) because a^>0. This complètes the lemma. D The most interesting case / = 0 can also be handled as before with minor changes in the proof, but at the expense of a logarithmic factor. Integrating by parts in II and using the f act that div (p ~p h ) = ƒ -P h f is orthogonal to M h lead to II = <div (p -/>*), z> = <ƒ -P" f, z -P" z> « (h/Q)\\P h u -u h \\l_ (2+n) + Ch 2 \ log 61 || ƒ -P" ƒ H*...
Here we have used that ys=l, which means that the local interpolant polynomials contain P 1 (see ( hidden in the left hand side of (4.12) and the argument concludes as bef ore. D Although the différence between the L 2 -projection of the scalar field and the discrete solution superconverges in L 00 , the estimate for the scalar field cannot be better than || u -P h u || , «>, ft y Therefore, starting from the evaluated discrete solution one can modify u h through an element-byelement postprocess to produce a new approximation u£ to u, which is asymptotically more accurate. Let us now describe one of these procedures. The approximation u£ to u is such that ujf\ T e P k + 1 (T) and on each triangle T e T h is the solution of the following Neumann problem 
where ü is a suitable approximation to u in P k + 1 (T).
Proof: Since the argument is local, it is enough to prove the analogous estimate of (4.16) with L 2 instead of L 00 and then use inverse inequalities. So let us write the error équation where \T\ stands for the measure of T. Solutions of (4.19) clearly exist because the proper compatibility condition holds. Since the right hand side of (4.19) has mean value zero we can write In this section we shall apply the previous abstract results to some mixed finite element methods that fulfill the abstract assumptions (Al) to (A4). Let us first describe briefly how the new families recently introduced in [4, 6, 7] look like.
2-D Mixed Finite Eléments of Brezzi-Douglas-Marini
Let T h be a décomposition of ft into triangles T. The discrete functional spaces are defined locally by
for aü Ter,, * =* 1 ; so (Al) holds. An easy calculation shows that the local degrees of freedom of these éléments are 2 k + 2 less than that corresponding to RaviartThomas-Nedelec spaces with same accuracy. The operator n£ is defined locally by the following degrees of freedom when T s r h has three straight edges e t , i = 1, 2, 3
Here \ stands for the barycentric coordinates of T. A suitable change in (5.2) is needed when T has a curve side [6, 7] . Then, the construction of n£ guarantees that the assumptions (A2) and (A3) (with ƒ = k -1) hold. The remaining hypothesis (A4) is straightforward from (A3). Now, let r h be a décomposition of Cl into rectangles R. The discrete functional spaces are defined locally by
for all Rs-r h and k s=-1 ; so again (Al) is satisfied. The dimension of X^ | R is essentially twice less than that of similar Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec spaces ; the dimension of the scalar space is less, as well [6] . For R ha ving no curved edges, Il£ is defined through the following degrees of freedom [6] :
.n e .,wï =0, weP*(e,), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 ;
vol. 23 , n° 1, 1989 The définition varies to consider one curved side [6] . As before, the assumptions (A2) ? (A3) obviously hold while (A4) can be proved by means of the Bramble-Hilbert lemma arguing as in Scholz [22] . Note finally that the discrete spaces M k and X k may also be based on mixing rectangular and triangular éléments, because they are designed to fit across straight-edges.
3-D Mixed Finite Eléments of Brezzi-Dougias-Duran-Fortin
These 3-D families were introduced in [4] . For O being decomposed into simplices T, the discrete spaces are
The local dimension of Nedelec spaces [15] exceeds that of the present spaces by (fc + 2) (& + 1). The operator n| is defined locally by the following relations : The définitions (5.6) and (5.8) correspond to straight-sided éléments since, in f act, for curved boundary éléments they are somewhat different [4] . The local dimension of x£ is about one half that of Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec spaces of equivalent accuracy [4] . Moreover it is easily seen that assumptions (Al) to (A4) hold again.
5.3-Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec Mixed Finite Eléments
Let n = 2 or 3. Let T h be a décomposition of fl into rc-simplices T. The discrete functional spaces are defined locally by . Then (Al) is fulfilled. The existence of an operator U k satisfying assumptions (A2) and (A3) with j = k is well known [15, 20] ; (A4) also holds (see Scholz [22] ).
Let now j h be made up of «-rectangles T and let Q k (T) be the set of polynomials of degree =s k in each variable restricted to T. The discrete spaces are defined by
Then the assumptions (Al) to (A4) hold [15, 20, 22] .
Asymptotic I^-Error Estimâtes
Let us now state the L^-rates of convergence for the families of mixed finite éléments just recalled. So, assume that n = 2, 3. (5.18) . Assuming that /is piècewise continuous with a modulus of continuity w(t) =s C |log t \~l, the logarithmic factors can be removed.
Remark 53 : The key argument in proving /°°-superconvergence is first to demonstrate the superconvergence of Pfc u -u h and second to localize a set of points S T in each finite element Te T h , so that (P^v ~v)(x) = 0 Vu e P ; +1 (T), x e S T , T e T h . This invariance property is no longer true for j > 0 and the families defined in (5.1), (5.3), (5.5), (5.7) and (5.9) (see [12] ).
Remark 5.4 : Variable degree mixed methods were introduced by BrezziDouglas-Marini as generalizations of the families discussed above [7] . Now the degree of interpolant polynomials is allowed to vary from one element to another by means of transition éléments. Since the operators n£ and P\ are local, our main results (4.3) and (4.4) still apply extending to L 00 the error analysis presented in [7] , Remark 5.5: The abstract analysis applies also to the finite éléments introduced by Brezzi-Douglas-Fortin-Marini [5] , giving the same rates of convergence as RTN spaces.
£,°°-ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE HYBRID FORM
The linear algebraic system associated with (2.5) is generally indefinite ; so standard solvers may fail to work. However, it can be reduced to a positive definite system through the use of Lagrange multipliers to relax the continuity constraint on the normal component of the vector field. This If n = 3 the estimate (6.5) still holds for either j = 0 or Raviart-ThomasNedelec cubic éléments. Let us now conclude by describing how a modified scalar field ü h can be constructed in some relevant examples. Take first n = 2. For the lowest order triangular éléments of Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec recalled in (5.9) let ïï^eP 1^) :^ be defined by Ö°(M A -\ A ) = 0, [2] . For the lowest order triangular éléments of Brezzi-Douglas-Marini reminded in (5.1), instead, let ü h \ T e P 2 (T)=--V be defined by the conditions Ql(ü h -k h ) = 0 and Pl(ü h -u h ) = 0, [6] , Suppose now n = 3, fc = 1 and that O is decomposed into tetrahedra. For the discrete spaces defined in (5.5) let ü h satisfy ^|eV -. = P 2 (T) © span {z 2 (x -y), x 2 (y -z), y\x -z)} , Ql(ü k -X A ) = 0, and P£(w /z -M A ) = 0. For the construction of such an approximation in the gênerai case, we refer to [4] .
Such approximations satisfy [2, 4, 6] 
